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Safe Systems Buzz Phrases

Adapt to human 
behavior

Manage energy 
transfer

Safety is foundation 
for all interventions

Shared vision and 
coordinated action

Integrate system 
redundancies 
(simplify)

Design, build, 
maintenance safety 
focus

Advanced EMS

Stronger 
education/enforcement

Proactive, Integrated, 
and Adaptive

Collaborative

Systemic
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A “simple” definition

Systems (agencies, public, transportation 
networks, legislation, funding) that work 
together to prevent fatalities and serious 
injuries.
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A system where people don’t die

SAFER 
PEOPLE

SAFER 
ROADS

SAFER 
SPEEDS

SAFER 
VEHICLES
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But a “challenging” approach

Need to look at safety issues and needs over 
entire system (not just top 3-5 issues….)

Requires multiple agency engagement, 
coordination, innovation, and learning

Adaptive leadership that encourages 
multidisciplinary solutions and innovative 
funding solutions
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A safe systems example

Changed bridge design requirements

Changed assessment tools to check quality of bridge design

New bridges have sensor technology

New Federal bridge inspector's handbook

New training academy for bridge inspectors

New bridge safety metrics

Improved bridge inspection data and data management system

Improved inspection reporting consistency and multijurisdictional 
coordination

Increased funding for bridge inspection and maintenance
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Systems Science Approach

Coordinate to identify problems

Anticipate risks by understanding patterns and 
trends and underlying causes

Develop (and package) a range of proactive 
solutions (efficiencies!) to address “system” 
needs

Coordinate implementation 

Adapt as needed

Framework for seeing 

interrelationships 

rather than things. 

Seeing patterns rather 

than static snapshots.
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A “systems science” example

Inexperience

Maturity

Speed

Alcohol

Teen passengers

Unbelted

Nighttime driving

Supervised practice

Delay permit age

Delay full licensing

Limit number in car

Curfew

Graduated Driver License Program
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You actually do this everyday

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Data Analysis
» Trends

» Forecasting/Alternatives

» Performance

Project Prioritization 
and Programming

Implementation

Monitoring

Systems Level View Transportation Planning Process

Mobility

Economics

Safety

Security

Accessibility
Environment

Connectivity

Operations

Resiliency

Preservation
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But yes, there are challenges

Safety is one factor amongst many “system” 
considerations

» Resource, data, and time constraints

Prioritizing safety (leadership)

Developing a safety culture

Funding safety across all modes/needs (not 
necessarily at hot spots)

Better integration into everything

» Internal and external coordination

Education on safe systems
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Vision Zero Model, maybe?
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Vision Zero Model, maybe?
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What did the Netherlands do?
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Dutch Values

Value #1: Safe Mobility is a Civil Right

» Entitled to safe mobility (reality vs. assumption)

Value #2: Road System Owner is 
Responsible for Ensuring Road Safety

» Humans are vulnerable, make mistakes, are 

impatient

Value #3: Traffic Safety Programs Go Beyond 
Hot Spot Treatment

» Fix one intersection, but what about the 20 others 

just like it?
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Not Just One Location….

SYSTEMIC TREATMENTS

Issue Human 

Association

Treatment

Speed Vulnerability - 75% of streets converted to 20mph

- Traffic signals for speed control

Vehicle/Person 

Interactions

Vulnerability and

Mistakes

- Thousands of crossing islands 

installed

- Bike lanes separated on streets 

with speeds with more than 20mph

Number of 

Lanes/Options

Impatience - Installed 10,000 roundabouts and 

made default intersection type

- Road diets implemented to avoid 

4+ lanes where possible

Driver state Mistakes - Education and Enforcement

Mid-Block 

(Pedestrians)

Mistakes - Safe crossings at all bus stops
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In conclusion…

“Safe systems” is an opportunity to look at the 
entirety of transportation network

“Systems science,” which looks a lot like the  
transportation planning process, can be used 
to diagnose the risks and solutions

Key elements of success are collaboration, 
leadership, systemic implementation

Challenges include safety culture, funding, 
agency silos


